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SUMMARY 

bfeasurements mere made of the circulation about the 
rectangular tip of a short-span airfoil passing through an 
artificial gust of known velocity gradient. A Clark Y 
airfoil of 30-centimeter chord was mounted on a whirling 
arm and moved at a velocity of 29 meters per second over a 
vertical gust with a velocity of nearly 7 meters _aer sec- 
ond. Flow angles were measured with a hot-wire apparatus. 

The rate at which the lift at the tips of a wing en- 
tering a gust is realfzed Was found to be in satisfactory . B agreement with that predicted on the basis of the two- 

P dimensional theory of von K&rm&n and Sears. 

a INTRODUCTION 

. 

. . 

The problem of the unstationary flow about wings has 
received considerable attention in recent years because of 
its Tvide application, particularly to'tho problem of flut- 
ter and the forces experfenced by airplanes during unsteady 
flight. The specific problem of the unstationnry tno- 
dimens5.onal flow about an airfoil during fligh$ through 
gusts has been investigated theoretically by Kussner (ref- 
erence 1) and by von K&rm&n and Sears (reference 2). TO 
date there have been no experimental fnvestigations subd 
stantiating these theories on the important point of the 
rate at which the lift of a wing is realized during its 
penetration into a gust. Farrents measurements (roferenco 
3) apply to ths similar case of the rate of change of the 
circulation about an infinite wing started impulsively 
from rest, The results agree very well with the corre- 
spondrng theoretical results by Wagner (reference 4). Thds 
case is similar to the problem of the passage of an airfoil 
into a gust with the important simplification, however, that 
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the entire chord of the airfoil is assumed to strike the 
gust at the same instant. 

The three-dimensional problem of the pendtratio,n of 
an airfoil into a gust presents extreme theoretical dif- 
ficulties. The problem is obviously important from con- 
siderations of the gust loads at the wing tips and on the 
control surfaces, Kkssner,(reference l> points out that, 
in the first moment, the lift distribution near the tips 
of a wing should be practically the same as that predicted 
theoretically if the induction due to the trailing .vorti- 
ces is neglected. The justification for this statement 
lies in the fact that, near the gust entrance, the trailing 
vortices extend only a short distance Behind the wing. 
Since in steady flow, tho velocities induced by the trail- 
ing vortices cause tho lift near the tip of a wing to drdp 
off markedly from that prodictod by the two-dimonsional 
theory, the foregoing statement indicates tho possibility 
of tip loads in gusts oxccoding those predicted on the ba- 
sis of steady-flow tests. 

The present investigation throws light on this impor- 
tant problem. The results of measurements of the circu- 
lation about the rectangular tip of 'a short-span airfoil 
during flight through an artificial gust of known velocity 
gradient are given. The work was carried out at the Danfel 
Guggenheim Airship Institute with the financial assistance 
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 

The author wishes to express his appreciation to Dr. 
Th. Troller for valuable suggestions during the course of 
the mark; to M. E. Long, who carried out the preliminary 
measurements; and to Ivl. m. SOQSQ, who worked up most of 
the final data and curvas. 

METHOD AND SPPAHATUS 

Method 

The method by which the flow about the tip of an air- 
foil was investigated is ,illustratod in figure 1. The air- . 
foil was mounted on the lvhirling arm at tho Daniel Guggcn- 
heim Airship Institute and, in the -oath 'of the modol, a 
vertical jet was maintained. Hot-nire instruments moasur- 
fng the speed and the direction of the flow were placed 
successively a't many points in. the make of the airfoil. 
Continuous oscfllograph records of the air speed and dirQc- . 
tion served to define a rectanqle ABCD (fig. 1) t3at cn- .= 
clcsed the tip trailing vortfces throughout the motfan of 
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the airfoil through the vertfcal.jst.I.,After this rectan- 
gle was established, a final sot of measuromonts in which 
the hot-rriro instruments rrore placod.succossively at varf- 
ous points on the boundary of this. rectangle permitted the 
plotting of "addftional voloci.fy" (cross- and vertical- 
velocity) diagrams with distance along thelboundarv as tho 
abscissa. Tho area under those,diagrams then gave".tho cir- 
culation of the vortices enclosed-by the rectangle. SGV- 
oral "additional velocfty" dfagrsms corresponding to tho 
various stages of the penetration of the airfoil into the 
gust were integrated to, find the circulation about the tip 
as a function of the time. .Tho olane, of the moasuring 
rectcnglo - ABCD tio,s about 6 con?,i'm.etars behind the, air- 
foil trailing odgo. ' .' 

Airfoil and Gust Apparitus 

The airfoil usod in-the investigation-is of Clark Y 
section with square tips; it has a chord of 30 centimeters 
and an aspect ratio of 3. In order to eliminate the turbu- 
lence generated at the sharp edges and its disturbing ef- 
fect on the flow mensuremonts, a rounded plasticine form 
was fitted to the tip. Figure 2 shorrs,the-airfoil with its 
rounded tip mounted on the whirling arm. The hot-vire 
mounting is shown Drojecting to the rear. 

A rectangular airfoil teas chosen for the reason that 
any effects due 'to the limited extent of the trailing vor- 
tices behind the airfoil in the early .atages of the motfon 
mould be more noticeable for this plan form than for, 
a tagerod Ging, 

say, 
which shams a relatively. smaller reduction 

in ltiftat the tips due to the inductfan of the trailing 
vortices. 

The investigatfon was carried out by means of the 
rrhirling arm and the gust tunnel at the Daniel Guggenheim 
Airship Institute (reforonce 5). Tho wing model was nount- 
ed on the arm and, in the path of the model, a vertical 
current of air was maintainod. .Soctfonal vioms of the 
whirling arm and the gust tunnel arc shonn in figure 3. The 
arm is 10 meters long; modei velocitfes up to 75 'meters per 
second at 75 r.p.m. can.be obtained. The model moves in a 
circular tuniel of rectangular cross section, 5.0 meters 
side by 6.2 meters high. . . . 

The vertical current of air is the free jet of a con- 
tinuous-circuit mind tunnel. The open jet 'is in the path 
of the model and measures 4.9 noterti across by 4.57 netors 
in the direction of novonont. The jet ,is produced by a 
four-aF,eod induction motor driving a tno-blade propeller, 
The rrind velocity is varfable in .four stops from 4 to 12 
maters por second. 
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T;lo qust'pi;bfflo'usod for tho tosts is shorn in fig- 
uro 4. It slzows a rapid change of vcrticnl velocity from 
0 to 5.2 meters per second in 0.45 meter followed by a 
gradual increase to 6.7 meters per second over the follow- 
ing 0.87 meter. For the preliminary measurements described 
later, c less sharp gust eras usod. In this case tho rapid 
increase i’n vertical valocity took place over about 0.7 
meter; otherwise, the profile was nearly idontfcal with 
that shotvn in figure 4. 

The measurements were carried out at a model velocity 
of 29 meters per second (30 r.p.m. of the arm>. The ReynolAs 
Number rpas accordingly about 6i30,OOO. The airfoil was set 
at O" with respect to its direction of movement. Then the 
angle of attack reached a maximum of tan-l 
in the gust. 

(6.7/29) = 13O 

Hot-Wire Apparatus 

The flow angles mere measured by a hot-rvire arrange- 
ment, the essential features of which are shown in figure 
5. The principle of the instrument was developed at this 
laboratory by F. P. Knoblock (reference 6). A potentiom- 
eter circuit for measuring the current through and the po- 
tential drop acrcss the hot wire is not shown. A fine 
platinum wire 0.014 millimeter in diameter was stretched 
between and soldered'to'three prongs so that the two 
branches were of the same length and tho subtondod angle 
was about 80°. Figure 6a is a photograph of the inatru- 
ment; each hot-wire branch was about 7 millimotors in 
length, Tho two branches of the hot wire \?ere in adjacent 
arms of a Wheatstone bridge circuit, and the unbalance of 
this circuit was shown by the deflection of the oscillo- 
graph element. The bridge was balanced when the direction 
of the nind bisected the angle betneen the two branches 
of the hot wire. If the direction changed to a (fig. 5) 
the upper wire was cooled more than the lower, and the re- 
sulting unbalance of the bridge was shown by the oscillo- 
graph c-eflection. A continuous photographic record of the 
oscillograph deflection then gave, after reference to a 
suitable calibration chart, the direction of the air flow 
as a function of the time. An auxiliary circuit was so 
crranged.that the oecillograph was short-circuited shortly 
before entering and shortly after leaving the gust. Those 
marks on the film made it possible for the edges of the 
jet to be located on the records and gave a "zero line" 
from nhich dofloctions more moasurcd. Figure 7 is a ro- 
production of one of the oscillograph records. The zero 
marks 2nd a 60-cycle tim-ing 17~~~0, by moars of which the 
jet bount!arios Iyore placed on the records, are also shown. 
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The jet boundaries ivere taken at the points directly above 
the edges of the inlet section. When the instrument was 
mounted so that the three prongs were in a vertical plane, 
the oscillograph deflection was a measure of the pitch of 
the flow; when the Drongs were in a horizontal plane, the 
deflection mas a measure of the yaw. 

The direction unit had a sensitivfty of about 1 milli- 
meter oscillograph deflection per degree deviation of the 
flow. Calibrations carried out over the range of veloci- 
ties encountered during the tests (2'7 to 32 meters ger ' 
second) showed no noticeable effect of the velocity on the 
sensitivity. The fnterdependence between pitch and yaw 

: .was, however, appreciable. For instance, if the flow was 
* #' inclined both in pitch and yaw, both of the angles indi- 

cated rrere in error depending on the magnitude of the 
other. This error amounted to about 11 percent for a de- 
viation of loo in the directfon perpendicular to the com- 
ponent being measured, This source of error was minimized 
by measuring both pitch and yaw .at_each position and apply- 
ing the predetermined correction factor. 

Calibrations mere carried out by means of a small 
mfnd tunnel. Calibrations of a given hot-wire unit were 
carried out every 3 or 4 hours during the course of the 
measurements. . ' 

The hot-mire instrument described gives the direction 
of the flow only if the velocfty is the same over the two 
branches of the mfre. In other :yords if, say, the veloc- 
fty over one branch mas higher than it mas over the other, 
a differential cooling of the two branches took place and 
an angle was indicated even though the flam was not in- 
clined. By means of the hot-wire unit shorrn in figure 6b, 
it was possible to ascertain mhether, at any particular 
position, the velocity over the length of the mire was 
sufficiently uniform so that the direction records could 
be relied upon. This unit was sfmilar to the instrument 
of,figure 6a exce-p;t that the angle between the two branches 
mas‘180°. It was, accordingly, insensitive to direction 
chan,y;es but sensitive to velocity differences between the 
upper and the lower branches. The sensitivity to the ve- 
locity difference between the branches was adjusted so that 
it had the same value as for the pitch instrument. -Then 
this unit was mounted at positions behind the airfoil, it 
fvas sossible to determine the apgroxfmete error in the in- 
dicated pitch or yaw at the same positicn due to velocity 
difference betTeen the two branches of the direction unit. 
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This procedure was necessary because the turbulence and 
the strong*velocfty gradients at some positions on the wake 
invalfdated direction records taken at those positions. 

'At most of the positions finally used, the oscilloqraph 
deflection indicated zero',velocity difference, and the av- 
erage error around a closed circuit was a small fraction 
of a degree in direction, or within a tenth of a meter per 
second in the calculated cross or vertical velocity. The 
corresgonding.error in the circulation 2s not more than a 
few.Fercent of the maximum.value; . '. . 

. 

. 

Velocities in the VakebehTnd the airfoil 1vere meas- 
ured by a single hot mire in.one of the branches of the 
'ifheatstone bridge shown in figure 5, replacing one branch 
of the direction unit, The other branch of the direction 
unit was replaced by a constant resistance, the value of 
mhich was adjusted so that the oscillograph deflection.mas 
near zero for the mean mind velocity. Records of mind vo- 
locity'vere taken at several. points behind the airfoil in 
order to determine the velocity to be used-in calculating 
the cross and the.vertical,velocities from the measured 
flow directions, Records given later show a negligible 
variation in velocity about the closed circuits investigated. 

A source of error near the jet boundaries is that due 
to the lag of the hot wire when its temperature is chang- 
ing rapidly. The lag of the wire is determined by its time 
constant (reference 7), rrhich can be determined for any 
given set of conditions. A graphical construction, given 
in reference '7, Qas utilized to correct the records for 
this lag. .' 

. Accuracy 

The sources of error introduced by the hot-wire appa- 
ratus have been described in the preceding section. 

Turbulence caused some deviation between successive 
records at the same position-, especially near the entrance 
of the gust. For this reason, all experimental points 
given in the fol.loming se,ction represent the mean value of 
two passages throughvthe gust. 

On the basis of the sources of. error described, it is 
concluded that the circulation measurements given are cor- 
rect to within 8 to 10 percent of ,the maximum circulation. 

‘! . 
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RESULTS 

A preliminary sot of moasuroments, consisting of about 
180 records of velocity, pitch, yam, and velocity differ- 
enco was taken in a plane 8 contimotors bohind the trail- 
ing edge of tha rectangular airfoil during its passago 
through the diffuso gust mentioned under Method. The vc- 
locity of tho model was 29 motors per second. The objact 
of these monsuremonts was to dotorminc the position of tho 
trailing tip vortices in the plane behind tho airfoil. 
This dotermination was necessary in ordor to fix the cir- 
cuit along which mossuromonts of the cross and the vorti- 
cal velocities nould lead to a detornination of the strength 
of all the,trailfng tip vortices. Pitch and yaw travorsos 
along, various lines, in a plano perpendicular to the diroc- 
tion of motion 8 centimeters bohfnd tho trailing odgo, at 
intervals of 0.25 meter along the path of the airfoil near 
the gust entrance, are, shown in figure.8. The separate 
diagrams represent the progressive movement of the airfoil 
into the gust,. The time interval between separate dfa- 
grams was 0.25/29 = 0.0086 second. In these diagrams, a 
is the distance above the lower surface in centimeters, 
b the distance behind the airfoil trailing edge in centi- 
meters, and c is the distance out from the tip in centi- 
meters. The expression x = 0 signifies that the hot 
wire is directly above the edge of the jet mouth. The 
leading edge of the airfoil strikes the gust transition 
zoneat x= - 0.45 meter. For these preliminary measuro- 
ments, the records are uncorrected for the lag of the hot 
mire, or for the angle of the flow in the perpendicular 
plane. 

The angle profiles of figure 8 show that the center 
of the tip trailing vortex was at a = 0, -c = - 2.5 cen- 
timeters in the undisturbed flov (x = - 0.50 meter) and at 
a = 5.5 centimeters, c = - 2 centimeters when the air- 
foil pTas completely inside the gust (x = 1.75 meters). 
It was concluded from these diagrams that practically all 
of the vorticity shed from the tip was contained in the 
area bounded by the lines a = - 4, a = 10, c =.- 5, 
C = 6 centimeters. The measurements mere not sufficiently 
comprehensive to allow a reliable dotormination of the 
circulation about this rectangle or'about one mith these 
approximate dfmonsions. 

On the basis of the vorticity field defined by the 
preliminary records, a final set of measurements, consist- 
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ing of 133 records of velocity, pitch, and yaw, mas taken 
at many gositfons along the lines a = - 4 and 10 centi- 
meters, c = - 5, - 7, and 6 centfmeters. 

Velocity records taken at various positions on these 
lines, plotted against distance from the hot wire to the 
jets“Qntrance in meters, aro shown in figure 9. On the bae 
sis of these measurements, it was concluded that a con4 
stant velocity of 29 meters per second could be assumed 
for the calculation of the cross and thQ vertical voloci- 
ties. 

All the directdon records of this final set of meas- 
urements were corrected for the lag of tho hot tvire and 
for the angle of the flow in the perpendiculnr plane. The 
angles of the fI.Qm were road off the corrected curvQs at ' 
X intervals of 0.25 meter over a distance of 3 motors, 
from X = - 1 to x = 2 meters. The curves were analyzed 
only,near the gust entrance because the analysis is labo- 
rious and the results obtained at the exit could only be a 
repetition of those at the entrr.nce. The values of the 
flow angles about the rectangles in the make nere then 
used to calculate the instantaneous values of the circula- 

..tions for the various stages of the motion. 

. , 
The curves of additional velocity w about the rec- 

tangles ABCD and ABlClD in the wake at intervals of 
0.25 meter near the gust entrance ,are shown in figures 10a 
and 10-0, respectively. The dimensions of the rectangles 
are given in f,igure 10a. The ordfnate along AB is Y 
U'sfn ay where U is the mean velocity (29 meters por 
second) and ay is the corroctod yaw angle (positivQ fn- 
ward $1 at several positions along the line. Along BC and 
&Cl the ordinate is - U sin dGp nhQrQ a.,, is tho cor- 
rected pitch angle (positive upmgrd). Along CD the or- 
dinato, is - U sin ay and along. DA, U sin ap. 

The curves of figure 10 were integrated to find the 
' circulation of the tip trailing vortices as a function of 

the penetration of the airfoil into the gust. These curves 
are .shown in figure 11 for two rectangles ABCD and 
ABlClD. A scale of CD based on the formula CJ, = 2 r/ 
(U x chord) and a scale of chcrds, on which zero corre- 
sponds to the point where the leading edge of the airfoil 
strikes the gust entrance, are also shown. 

. 

. 
1 
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Sefore.these results are considered further, the theo- 
retical curves based on the two-dimensfonal theory mill be 
derived. Von R&rm&n and Sears (reference 2) considered 
the case of an airfoil penetrating an infinitely sharp 
gust. They obtained a curve of lift against penetration 
of the airfofl into the gust. Tho lift comprises two com- 
,Donents, that due to the circulation and that due to 'the 
apparent mass; the measurements reported bore lead to an 
evaluation only of that part due to the circulation. Ac- 
cording to van K&gm&n and Sears, the contribution due to 
the aDparent mass is 

------ 
2pUWJ2Ut - ua ta 

where U is the velocity,o$ the airfoil through the dfs- 
continuity in half chords'per second, W ?s the gust ve- 
ldcity or the height of the discontinuity in the velocity 
normal to the airfoil, and t ,is the time. The value of 
t 0 = corresponds to the instant when the leading edge 
enters the discontinuity. The foregoing expression must 
be deducted from the total lift to obtain that due to the 
circulation. 'It mill be observed that tbb a?,rarent mass 
contri$ution is real only in the range 0 < t < 2, i.e., 
while the airfoil spans the discontinuit:. For t>2, 
i.e., after the airfoil is completely aLthin the gust, the 
contribution due to the apparent mass is zero. The curve 
marked r1 (t )/IL in figure 13 represents the circulation 
about the airfoil for a unit sharp gust as obtained by 
d'educting the foregoing apparent-mass contribution from 
the von E;hrm&- Sears lift curve. 

.,. The circulation as a function of the time for the 
gust 2rb'fiIt.e used in.the present investigation was derived 
by the method of superposition suggested by Jones (refer- 
ence 8). This method utilizes the fact that any gust is 
built up by a superposition of an infinite number of dis- 
crete steps, for each one of which the lam governing the 
rate of change of the lift due to an infinitely sharp gust 

. “appl:ics. 

The theorem, applied to the present problem, states 
that: if r,(t) is,the circulation function for a unit 
infinitely sharp gust and T(t) is the circulation func- 
tion for a gust IV(t) then 

---- * P--m-- --- 
Tnis expression results from a dffferentiation with re- 

spect to -the time of equation (48) in the van K&m&- 
Sears paper. 

. 
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V’ 
1.4 

:r ( tJ = &(t,> m(o) + 
/ 

rgt,-t> mqt> dt . 

where r (to-t > is the birculation at a time (to-t> af- 
ter #the impression of the unit gust. 
w(0) 

In the. present case, 
= 0 and the equation can be put in the convenient 

form 
M" > f-1 

r (t) = 
I I r; (to-t) d m(t) 
0 

in which form it oan be easily solved by the graphical 
method given by Jones. The curve marked V(t) in figure 
12 is the gust profile of figure 4 plotted to a time scale 
based on the airfoil velocity of 29 meters per second. 
For tLe gurppses of this calculation, zero time correogonds 
to the instant when the leading edge strikes the gust tran- 
sition zone (at x = - 0.45 meter). The ordinate is 
W/lVmax w?iore Vma, = 6.7 mote,rs :>er second. The angle of 
attack of the wing in the gust is tan-l(6.7/29) = 13’. 
The time scales for the I?, (t) and IV(t) curves are the 
same , 5ut the latter is turned through 900. Lines from. 
the P,(t) curve are projected across and lines from the 

. 

W(t) curve are Frojected up. The locus of the interssc- 
tions, such that the sum of the two time values is c.on- c 
s-ban-t, gives the curves shown in figure 12 dosignatod by 
r,(t,-t). The area under a definite curve is I' (t) where 
t is the sum of the tmo time values corresponding to the 
abscirsas of the points through which the intersecting 
lines were dramn. 
I-, (:I. 

I'(t) is plotted in the same figure with 

In order to compare the measured values with the tbe- 
oretical curves as given in figure 12, it is necessary to 
know CD at that point of the span such that all tho 
trailing vortices included in the rectangles ABCD or 
AB1 u",D originate between that point and the tip. The 
points B and C, and B1 and C1 nr.8 5 and 7 centi- 
meters in from the tis, respectively. Then, .to carry out 
the comparison, it is necessary to know CD at about one- 
fifth chord from the tix, of a wins mith an aspect ratio of 
3. As far as the author knows, pressure distributions on 
a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 3 have not been made. 
Exominntion$ of theoretical pressure distributions (refer- 
ence 9, ."ig. 63) indicate that CD at one-fifth 'chord in 
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from the t%p,is of the order.of 12 percent belo% the mean 
CL for the wing. 

Exfsting force measurements on Clark Y ai.rfoils in ' 
stondy flotv shorn that, 
at 00 

for an aspect ratio of 3, .GL = 0.28 
and CL = 1.05 at 130 angle,of attack. The valtio 

of 88 -oorcent of tho difference betmoen these values or 
0.63, is taken as the increment in the local lift coiffi- 
ciont at one-fifth chord inward from the tip. The corrd- 
sponding circulation fncromont is &0;63,x 29 x 0.3) = 
2.74 ncters' por second. Calling this value AT, and, 
the exgorimontally determined circulation incramont Al?, 
AWL is directly comparable with the theoretical curve 
r(t) of figure 12. These values are 3lotted together in 
figure 13. . 

DISCUSSION 

The vertical fnclfnation of the tjtp trailing vorti- 
ces behind the airfoil is most clearly.shomn iri the Fitch 
traverses of figure 8. The curves show that, outside the 
gus -t ; the axes of the tip trafling vortices was at a = 0, 
changing to a = 3..5 centimeters inside the gust. The 
position of the maxima in the 
and DA (fig; 10) indi 

V curves along BC, BIG,, 
ca e that the induced velocities t 

are greatest, and hence that the axes of the tip trailfng 
vortices lie along the line a = 3 centimeters, 
with a = 3.5 ce'ntfmetors, 

compared 
as shown tn figure 8. 

. , 
Inasmuch as the measurements were taken in a plane 8 

centimeters behind the trailing edge, the preceding values 
show that the axis of the vortex was inclined upward at a 
considerable angle. 
inated at, say, 

If it is assumed that the vortex orig- 
the half-chord position, the'inclinatfon 

was tan-lG$$-) = 89. The'yam curves of figure 8 shorn ,,. 

that the'mean flow was dfroctod inward from the tip at an 
angle of about 4O tvith respect to the airfoil chord. 

The curves of figuro 10 give furtber.insi.ght'i.nto the 
momentary nature of the trailing vortices as the. airfoil 
penetrates into the gust. If the trafling vortices were 
concentrated at the tiD, one would expect the. V curves 
along AB and CD to have the same character as they have 
along BC and DA, i.e., they would,shom well-defined 
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maxima. On the other hand, if the trailing vortices aro 
rcprosonted by a sheet of vorticity extending innard from 
the tip, the IV curves along AB and CD mould start 
at a high valuo'inmatid 2nd ond at a low value outncrd from 
tho tip. Actually, tho curves shorn that tho first of 
thoso conditions obtains for x< 0 and tho second obtains 
for x > 0. Since tho leading odgo of the airfoil strikes 
tho gust transition zone at x = - 45 centimotors and the 
chord of the airfoil is 30 centimotors, this behavior in- 
dicates that, until the ,mwi.rfpil is mall within the transi- 
tion zone, tho trailing vortices are concontratod at the 
tip, giving may thoresftor to a sheet of vorticity extend- 
ing inmnrd from the tip, 

The circulation curves of figures 11 and 13 further 
support this conclusion, The fact that the circulation 
curves for the rectangles ASCD arid ABIC,D practically 
coincide near the gust entrance, indicating that at the 
first moment there are no trailing vortices in the recton- 
gle BCClB, , is in agreement with this ObS8rVatiOn. 

The lift coefficients, derived from the measured cir- 
culations and plotted in figure 11 can be compared with 
those experienced in steady flight. It should be pointed 
out that the circulation measured is that corresponding to 
the locr.1 lift at that point on the wing such that all 
trc,ilinp; vortices originating at positions nearer the tip 
pass through the measuring roctnngle and all those origi- 
nating farther from the tip pass outside the rectangle. 
The,lift coefficient derived from the measurements outside 
the .zust (0.15) does not agroo well with that predicted on 
the basis of mind-tunnel tests (0.28) at 0' angle of attack. 

The increment in, the dirculation due to the gust is, 
hOW8V8r. in good agreement mith that predicted on the ,ba- 
SiS of the mind-tunnel tests and the theOr8tiCal rate of 
increase of the circulation when account is taken of the 
falling off of the lift near the tip. The process by which 
this agreement is established is explaiaed in the PrOCeding 
section and shown in figure 13. The. von K&r&n-Sears tho- 
ory of referonce 2 predicts that the circulation will build 
up to 0.83 of its final value at x = 2 meters. Tho cxgor- 
imontnl points shorn values of 0,82 and 0.88 for tho rot- 
tangles AB,C,D and ABCD, rospoctivoly. 

No nttompt vas mado to distinguish betmcon the pro- 
dieted lift coefficients corrosgonding tb the two rcc- 
tangles, since tho line B,C, is only 2 centimeters noar- 
or the tip than BC. 
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The circulation curves of figur.el3, mhich represent 
the increment in the cfrculation dU8 t0 the gust, diverge 
from the theoreticsi curves based on the,von i%.rIU&n-S8arS 
Calculation but the th8Or8tical and the experimental CUrv8S 
are nearly parallel. Inasmuch as the von K&r&n-Sears cal- 
culation. applies to the' two-dimensional case.and the ex- ' 
perimental results given here apply to a three-dimensional 
case, exact agreement between the two is not t0 be expect- 
ed. The divergence is in the right direction, mor8ov8r, 
in view of the fndlcations pointed out that near the gust 
entrance the trailing vOiTtiC8S are concentrated.at the 
wing tip. This condition. mou9d'result in a momentary lift 
higher than that predicted on the basis of steady wind- 
tunnel tests. Part of this divergence may also be dU8 to 
uncertainties in the gust profile of figure 4 near the 
gust entrance, tvh8re velocities are low .and the,turbulenC8 
is extremely high. In view of these factors, the agree- 
ment b8ttV88n the theoretical and the experimental results 
is COnSid8r8d satisfactory. 

It is further evident from these curves that momen- 
tary values of the lift coefficient near the tips of a 
rectangular airfoil do not exceed those measured fn steady 
flight. The induction due to the trailing POrtiCeS, re- 
sulting in a reduction of the lift near the tip, is great- 
er for the rectangular plan form than it is for those plan 
forms in common use, say, the tapered ming. Hence, since 
the shorter trailing vortices during the early stages Of 
tho penetration into the gust do not result in 8xc8ssiv8 
tip loads in the case of a rectangular airfoil, it is con- 
cluded that, for conventional plan forms, wing-tip loads 
during flight through gusts do not exceed those predicted 
on the basis of steady-flow tests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions drawn on the basis of the foregoing 
results and discussed in the preceding section are: . . 

1 During the first stages of the motfon of a Wing 
into a'gust the measurements indicate that the trailing 
vortices behind a wing of rectangular plan form are con- 
centrated nearer to the sing tips than they are during 
flight; 

2. . For conventional plan forms, i.e., with the chord 
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constant or decreasing tolTsrd. the tics, wing-tip loads in 
gusts do not exceed those oxporienccd in steady flight at 
nnsles of attack equal to the maximum value reached in 
the gusts. 

7. The rate at which the lift at the tips of a wing 
entering a gust is realized is in satisfactory agreement 
with that predicted on the basis of the two-dimensional 
theory of von Kdrm&n and Sears. T?te deviation betrroen the 
theoretical and the experimental results shown in figure 
13 is due, at least in part, to the momentary cbrnctor of 
the flow stated in conclusion 1. 

Daniel Guggenheim Airship Institute, 
dkron, Ohio, November 1938. 
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rigare 2.0 Wing mounted on nhfrling arm with hot-wire unit projecting to 
ths mar. 

(8) Mreation unit 
(b) Velocity difference unit 

IQo.re 6.- Hot-wire units. 
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. 
Figure 3.0 8eotional viewe of gust tunnel and whirling arma. 

. 

Figure 7.0 Bample osclllograph record of pftch of flow behind air- 
foil during passage through gust. 

. 
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Figure 4.- Distrioution of vertical-gust velocity in the path 
rf the model. 
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Figure 5.- Schematic wiring diagram of 'hot-wire apparatus. 
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